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Conservatory Shades
SHADE - GLARE - HEAT - PRIVACY - VENTILATION

Stylish Sail Blinds protect
you from the heat and glare
The unique self-tensioning design keeps the sails smooth and
taut. Made in the UK from premium quality materials. The
high performance, machine washable fabric reflects 70% of
the solar energy and diffuses 100% of visible light. This helps
to keep your conservatory cooler and creates a more
comfortable room. You can mix different shapes, sizes and
colour to produce a stunning display of sail shades.

SBI offer contemporary shade solutions
Designer blinds Professionally

Installed

We visit you
Our fully trained
designer will
offer you one to
one advice

Quality products
Fully qualified
installation teams
install our
shading products

Made to measure
Our products are
bespoke and
designed to
provide solutions

SBI shaped shades will not only
help to reduce heat and glare
problems, they will add a wow
factor to your conservatory roof.

Stylish and durable

SBI CONSERVATORY SHADES

SBI BESPOKE BLINDS SINCE 1998

Conservatory Awnings
The best way to reduce the temperature in your
conservatory is to shade from the outside.

German designed and engineered
SBI has specialised in installing top quality remote
control and fully automated conservatory awning
systems. SBI are partners with Markilux and Weinor
two of the major German awning manufacturers.
Installation engineers will carry out the work to your
satisfaction.

The intelligent way to shade
Designed to fit neatly above the conservatory roof, the
awning will help to stop the sun from reaching the
glass, greatly reducing heat and glare. When not in
use the awning is protected in a cassette housing.

Beautiful choice of fabrics
The awning covers are made from acrylic or Sunsilk
materials. Sunsilk is a newly developed awning fabric
manufactured from polyester. The fabric is lighter
and thinner than acrylic fabrics, thus allowing a more
intense light beneath the awning. There is a choice of
many plain or patterned covers.

Made to measure
For the perfect fit your conservatory awning is made
to measure and will fit exactly to your conservatory
roof. You have a choice of different models from
lightweight awnings for small conservatories through
to heavy-duty models that can be coupled together to
cover large conservatories. Most of the
awnings are able to extend beyond the roofline
providing extra shade.

SBI CONSERVATORY SHADES
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Solar reflective conservatory glazing films
Excellent solar heat reflection

Alleviate the discomfort caused by excessive heat

Cuts energy used for cooling

Reduce your energy bills and save money

Better for the environment

Your carbon footprint is reduced

Reflective daytime appearance

Increased daytime privacy

Quick retrofit installation

Films to suit all types of glass or polycarbonate glazing

Conservatory Blinds add solar protection

Remote control operation
For the ultimate control and ease of operation choose SBI
remote controlled blinds, blinds can be adjusted from anywhere in your home.
Remote control blinds offer child and pet safety by eliminating hazardous loop chains and cords.
Conservatory blinds can be opened individually or by multiple selections of blinds.

Conservatory blinds and screens
Woven wooden blinds
Woven wooden
blinds also
known as French
Pinoleum
blinds, create a
dappled effect
when the sun
filters
through. SBI
has many different designs and styles
to choose. We offer both manual and remote control operation to our
range of blinds.

Ventilation and Insect Screens
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Our screens offer you
smart and effective
protection from insects
and damaging solar
rays. Let cool summer
breezes in to your
home but keep insects
at bay.
SBI recommend on
conservatories 18-14
charcoal mesh, giving
40% solar shading;
for increased solar
shading we offer 20-20 charcoal
mesh giving 55% solar shading. During
summer doors and windows can be opened for ventilation
without being bothered by
insects. The screens can be
fitted internally or externally,
as they are fully weather
proof. The screens are
discreet and are available in
any coloured frame,
including a selection of wood
grain finishes. SBI screens
come with a limited lifetime
warranty.

